Résumé. 2014 Nous discutons le comportement de Abstract. 2014 We consider solid surfaces, partly covered with flexible, neutral, linear polymers (by adsorption or by grafting), wetted by a liquid which is a good solvent of the poymer. We give formulae for the spreading coefficient S as a function of chain length, solvent quality and adsorption strength. We also discuss the wetting films obtained in spreading a droplet of (non volatile) solvent : the equilibrium thickness e of the film is a compromise between S (favouring thin films) and the coil entropies (favouring thick films) : in most cases e is rather small. Finally we analyse the spreading on certain « patchy » coatings where the film thicknesses can change dramatically with time.
Introduction.
The spreading of a liquid on a surface may be affected by the presence of polymers. Such effects may be of importance to certain practical applications like adhesion, detergency, etc. Because of the large scale imposed by the polymers it is convenient to investigate these systems using a continuum theory of wetting [1] . The spreading of dilute [2] and of semi dilute [3] polymer solutions on a non adsorbing surface were recently analysed within this framework. Here we consider the spreading of a pure non volatile solvent on a polymer coated solid We distinguish between surfaces which are coated by grafted polymers and those coated by adsorbed polymers.
1) The tendency for a fluid to wet a solid surface is determined by the spreading coefficient [1] S where fd and f,, are respectively the free energies per unit area of the dry and the wet surface. It should be stressed that fw refers to a surface covered by a macroscopic liquid layer. We derive explicit formulae for S in section 1 for a grafted polymers, and in section 3 for adsorbed polymers.
2) We also discuss spreading : i.e. a non volatile liquid invading a dry solid surface with S &#x3E; 0. In this case a drop of liquid transforms into a flat« pancake ». The equilibrium thickness of the pancake (e) is determined by the balance between S and long range forces which tend to thicken the film. Neglecting edge effects the free energy of the film is where P(e) denotes long range interactions and is such that P(e -+ oo) = 0. A is the total area of the film. For our purposes P consists of polymer C011'-tributions to be discussed below plus non retarded Van [5, 6] The concentration profile in this case is essentially flat with monomer volume fraction As the grafted layer is mostly uniform and rather dense the Flory mixing free energy provides an appropriate description of it, once we discard the translational term, which is suppresed by the grafting.
The free energy per lattice site is then To obtain S we now write [7] where TP, Tp,, y, and Y sl are respectively the solidpolymer, polymer-vapour, liquid-vapour and solidliquid surface tensions. T, the total number of monomers per unit area is given by r = N/D 2. Let us first define the strength of the attraction in terms of a dimensionless parameter 6 ( -kT6 is the attractive energy felt by a monomer in contact with the solid surface). Most practical situations correspond to 6 -1. However, the regime of small 6 can also be understood using data on a certain « crossover exponent » [10] [11] [12] [11] .
Knowing the structures of D(b) we can immediately construct the scaling structure of the surface energy correction Any. In a strong depletion regime (5 0, 6 --1) we have [13] In a general case (b small, but of arbitrary sign) we 17 with the force between two plates coated by adsorbed polymer in the self-similar regime [9] We then find, using (1. 4), a film thickness :
4. Wetting of a patchy surface. In preceding sections we have considered the wetting of uniform surfaces. Now we turn to patchy surfaces ; we discuss two geometries ( Fig. 1 (2) once the film has spread past the patch boundaries we expect the film to have two zones which differ in their thickness. Furthermore, we will see that the thickness of the film at the central zone (on the patch) undergoes an abrupt change once the contact line reaches the peripheral zone. Equation (1.4) describes the balance of forces at the contact line.
Thus it applies only to the peripheral zone which is delineated by the contact line and the patch boundary. To obtain the equilibrium thickness of the central zone we invoke the equality of the solvent chemical potential in the two zones. In this case this equality implies (see appendix)
where H is always the disjoining pressure, er and ep are respectively the equilibrium thickness of the central and peripheral zones.
The equilibrium thickness of the film at the central zone is determined by the S felt by the film at the peripheral zone. The nature of the « patch » surface determines the functional form of 17 in the central zone.
Let us now consider the same two geometries when the surface is coated by weakly adsorbed polymers.
When the outer zone is coated, the thickness of the peripheral film is given by (3. 8). Thus, equations (4.1) and (3.7) lead to where we have taken AH to be given by [ 
